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Notice
Current document (the White Paper) is written for information purposes only and
we are publishing this White Paper solely to receive feedback and comments on
our project plans from the public.
We reserve the right to make any changes as we consider to be necessary,
based on market factors and our advisors’ recommendations.
Nothing in this document or any other document, article or any type of content of
the “goCharge” Ecosystem Project (and it’s related websites and social media
accounts or on its partners websites) is not intended to be any form of investment
advice or recommendation from us, and it should not be regarded as an offer,
solicitation, invitation, or recommendation to buy or sell any tokens.
Any natural persons or legal entities who come into possession of this White
Paper must observe any relevant legal or regulatory restrictions they may be
subject to and seek all necessary professional advice.
This White Paper, or any part of it, must not be taken or transmitted to any
country or territory where its distribution or dissemination is prohibited or
restricted.
Please note that our $CHARGED Token is not a stable coin.
This document represents the first public version of the White Paper. We are
always open to receiving constructive feedback, and we will implement
suggestions that fit with our Ecosystem. In case you would like to provide such
feedback, please use our community channels.
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Introduction
The idea of the “goCharge” project came to life in the middle of 2021. At this
moment (June 2022) we have built a Minimum Viable Product (MVP) that
integrates mobile and web apps with the Elrond blockchain (connect and pay
with eGLD to rent a power bank).
Our goal is to improve sustainability and bring power bank mobility to as many
places as possible. How can we achieve it? With power bank sharing stations.
Instead of buying an external battery to be used just a few times a year, you will
be able to rent one (to use for a few minutes, hours or days). Our power banks
come with 3 charging cables that can be used at the same time: usb-c, lightning
and microUSB.
The “goCharge” is a mobile (and web) application that connects you to the
power bank sharing stations all over the world - borrow, use, return. All runs on
blockchain. Paid with an ESTD token or fiat currency (EURO, USD, etc.).
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Problem Description
Mobile phones and tablets.
Nowadays, we are dependent on mobile phones. Almost all information is stored
on phones and in the cloud. However, batteries, which are not evolving at the
same pace as phone technologies do, are certainly a problem. Hence, it often
happens to get an empty battery before the end of the day and lose access to
data.

Available solutions
1. Most common: buy a power bank. But you have to pay upfront for it and to
carry and charge it constantly.
2. Carry a phone charger with you all the time and use available power sockets to
charge the phone. Nonetheless, not all places have power sockets. Yet, if you
manage to find one, it could not be nearby, so you will not be able to use the
phone while it is charging.
3. Use a traditional power bank sharing solution. Still, it is costly and
time-consuming as you have to enter your credit card (which may get rejected)
and then make a deposit.

Real life examples
Scenario 1: Imagine you’re a tourist in a foreign city/country and your phone
battery is draining fast because of maps, navigation and other apps. The solution
is to open the goCharge app and check for the nearest power bank sharing
station. Go there, scan a QR code, approve token transfer and voila, battery is
released. Use it as needed then drop it to any available station (not needed to
drop it to the same station or country!).
Scenario 2: It is Friday night and you’re at a restaurant/pub and your phone
battery is almost dead, but you need it to get an uber to drop you home. Good
thing you have the option to rent a power bank right at the restaurant from one of
our sharing stations.
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Problem Solution
What is goCharge?
We present goCharge.tech - the first startup that integrates Elrond blockchain
and ESDT payments at the core level of a traditional business model based on
hardware devices. Our aim is to grow the mass adoption of the sustainable
recharging solution (stations with shareable power banks) for mobile phones,
tablets and other devices.

How does it work?
1. Scan the QR code on the station.
2. Sign transaction.
3. Power bank is released from the station. Charge your device(s).
4. Return power bank (to any station, in any country).

What is the goal?
Our goal is to install stations (attention: owned by goCharge, not including
franchise partners) in the European Union countries as per following yearly
schedule:
1. 50+ stations in the first 6-12 months
2. 500+ stations in the period 12-24 months
3. 2000+ stations in the period 24-36 months
With a median number of 10 power banks per station it will result in a total
number of 20,000 units. Our target is to reach 7 customers/month/power
bank, which leads to 140,000 unique users.
The average number of mobile phone subscribers in the European Union for
2020 was 20.07 million/EU country which results in a total (approx) number of
541,890,000 subscribers. To achieve our goal just in the EU region, we have to
target 0.00025% of the total number of mobile users. Of course, not all users will
have access to our sharing stations. Let’s take into consideration only the top 10
cities (by population) in the EU - it will sum up to 23,190,960 people. From this
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number, let’s take into consideration only 25% (people that are active, commute,
dine in the city, etc). Doing the math, the market share we are aiming for is:
140,000/(23,190,960*0.25)=0.024%.

Why blockchain? Why not traditional CC payment?
Elrond blockchain transactions fees are cheap (less than $0.01). Blockchain
is secure, transparent and fast.
Our business model includes a big number of transactions with small amounts
starting at 30 cents. In the image below you can see the cost difference
between elrond fees and other traditional credit card payment processors for an
average of 2000 transactions per day and the average amount of $1 per
transaction.
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By replacing CC payment with Elrond blockchain (ESDT) token payment we
can save approx $200 per day. Click to view the calculator.
Another downside of the CC payment is the deposit release time. When a
user rents a power bank, a deposit (battery value) will be held. With
blockchain this amount will be instantly transferred back when the power
bank is returned. Getting back money to CC from banks can take a few
days - which means your money is blocked.

CC payment is also integrated
At this moment, we have the integration with credit card payments in our
(PoC) app and we do not plan to remove it. But for those users paying with
credit card, the payment processor fee will be added to the final price. A
theoretical example:
1. Let’s say 1 hour rent will cost 10 cents
2. Paying with ESTD token will cost 10 cents
3. Let’s say the payment processor’s fee is 1.4% + 30 cents
4. Paying with credit card will cost (1+3 from above):
10 cents + 10 cents * 0.014 + 30 cents = 40.14 cents!!!

Franchise and other benefits
Our startup is based in the European Union so all the franchise data below
refers (at this moment) only to EU residents. We will include other countries
later (depending on legal requirements & regulations).
We’re planning to implement 2 types of franchise:
1. Individuals can buy a battery but keep it in one of our stations. They
will be able to borrow anytime, any battery, from any place and will
pay only a small fee for charging the power bank (to the station
owner). When someone else is renting their batteries, power bank
8

owners will receive a fee. As for example:
person A has a battery; person B rents the power bank owned by
person A; person A receives a fee from person B’s payment.
2. Legal entities can buy stations with power banks that will be included
in our app. These entities will pay a small fee for infrastructure
(servers, support, maintenance), but all revenue from these power
banks rentals will go into their accounts.

Running commercials on stations
Some station models come with an integrated display and speaker that can play
ads. Both, goCharge and franchise owners will be able to manage ads and get
additional revenue from advertisements and commercials played on their
stations.
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Non Fungible Tokens
At goCharge, we believe that NFTs are the perfect example of how web 3.0 can
be integrated into a web 2.0 business.
Simply put, users will be able to exchange goCharge NFTs for screen time to
run ads on our network.
In the first year, there will be few methods to receive our NFTs:
-

Participate in private sale and then stake a minimum amount of $CHARGED
Tokens which will be announced by us on our communities
Participate in presale and then stake a minimum amount of $CHARGED
tokens - which will be announced by us on our communities
Participate in public sale and then stake a minimum amount of $CHARGED
tokens - which will be announced by us on our communities
Participate in giveaways- the specific conditions will be announced by us on
our communities

The issuing entity of the NFTS is Mobility Software Labs SRL (the ‘’Issuer’’), a
limited liability company incorporated and governed by Romanian law.
We reserve our right to establish the specific conditions related to the NFTs
and they will be announced in our communities.

NFTs Utility: NFT to screen time exchange
NFT owners will be able to automatically exchange the NFT to screen time
via our platform. Users will have to login to our decentralized app, select
NFT to be exchanged, choose the date and time slot(s), depending on NFT
value and then choose the stations which will display ads. Once the SC
transaction is confirmed, the user will upload video.
Note: All videos will be reviewed to make sure terms and conditions are
matched according to countries where these will be displayed. In addition,
all videos must observe the terms and conditions posted on our website.
Please note the following:
(i)

The NFTs can be used to access the services above-mentioned from
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us (i.e. screen time via our platform);
(ii)
The NFTs are part from goCharge Ecosystem project;
(iii)
There are no guaranteed financial returns arising from holding the
NFTs;
(iii)
The NFTs are not guaranteed with fiat currencies or other assets;
(iv)
No shares are granted in the issuer‘s share capital (and implicitly
neither voting rights in the issuer entity of the NFTs), nor other rights
regarding the acquisition of issuer’ s shares (including option rights) by
acquiring the NFTs;
(v)
No dividends are granted related to the eventual profits of the issuer
to the NFTs’ holders.
(vi)

The NFTs are not securities or other types of financial instruments.

Our rights related to NFTs
We own all legal rights, titles, and interests in all intellectual property rights
to creative artworks (creations) underlying the NFTs, including but not limited
to copyrights and trademarks.
As the copyright owner, We enjoy several exclusive rights to the artwork,
including the right to reproduce, the right to prepare derivative works, the
right to distribute, and the right to display or perform the artworks. Subject
to, and in accordance with this document, We hereby acknowledge,
understand, and agree that minting an artwork constitutes an express and
affirmative grant of the limited license rights to the artworks to all owners of
the NFTs, as provided herein.

Holding and using the NFTs
After You purchase an NFT, You will own a non-fungible token (NFT) representing
Our creative work as a piece of property, but You will not own the creative artwork
itself. You may show off your ownership of NFT/s by displaying and sharing the
underlying artwork, but You do not have any legal ownership, right, or title to any
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copyrights, trademarks, or other intellectual property rights to the underlying
artwork, except the limited license granted by this document to underlying
artwork.
We reserve all exclusive copyrights to artworks underlying NFTs including but not
limited to the right to reproduce, prepare derivative works, display, perform, and
distribute the artworks.
We encourage You to show off, promote, and share your collected NFTs, but You
may not infringe on any of Our exclusive rights as the copyright holder. We grant
You a limited, worldwide license to display the artwork underlying the NFTs legally
owned and properly obtained by You.
Your license includes the right to display the artwork privately or publicly:
(i)
for the purpose of promoting or sharing Your ownership, or interest in the
NFT, for example, on social media platforms, blogs, or other Internet-based media
platforms;
(ii)
for the purpose of sharing, promoting, discussing, or commenting on the
NFT.
You have the right to sell, trade, transfer or use your NFT, but You may not make
“commercial use” of the underlying artwork including, for example, by selling
copies of artwork, selling access to the artwork, selling derivative works
embodying the artwork, or otherwise commercially exploiting the artwork.
You may not, nor permit any third party, to do or attempt to do any of the
foregoing:
(a) incorporate the artwork in movies, videos, video games, or any other forms of
media for a commercial purpose, except to the limited extent that such use is
expressly permitted by this document or solely for your personal, non-commercial
use;
(b) modify, distort, or perform any other modification to the artwork which would
be prejudicial to the Our honor or reputation;
(c) use the artwork to advertise, market, or sell any third-party product or service;
(d) sell, distribute for commercial gain, or otherwise commercialize merchandise
that includes, contains, or consists of the artwork;
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(e) use the artwork in connection with images, videos, or other forms of media that
depict hatred, intolerance, violence, cruelty, or anything else that could reasonably
be found to constitute hate speech or otherwise infringe upon the rights of others;
(f) attempt to trademark, copyright, or otherwise acquire additional intellectual
property rights in or to the artwork;
(g) attempt to mint, tokenize, or create an additional cryptographic token
representing the same artwork;
(h) falsify, misrepresent, or conceal the authorship of the artwork or the NFT; or
(i) otherwise utilize the artwork for Your or any third party’s commercial benefit.
You may resell or otherwise transfer an NFT that you own, as permitted by this
document. Anyone receiving such NFTs from You agrees to and is bound by this
document. You are strictly forbidden to sell, swap, donate, give away, transfer, or
otherwise dispose of your purchased NFT to any person who is not 18 years or
older.
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Why Elrond
Elrond is a distributed transactional computation protocol which relies on a
sharded state architecture and a secure Proof of Stake consensus mechanism.
Reasons to choose Elrond blockchain technology:
1. Elrond is the first European carbon negative blockchain (source & source).
2. It's a highly scalable, fast, and secure blockchain platform built for internet
scale.
3. Performance: 15,000 current TPS, 6s block time, $0.001 tx cost, can scale
beyond 100,000.
4. Secured with 3200 nodes all around the world.
5. Maiar.exchange - decentralized exchange with more than $1.5 billion total
value locked (and growing).
6. Big ecosystem.
7. Developer friendly. ESDT & NFT tokens.
8. Global community.
9. Fast growing user adoption.
Website: https://elrond.com
Whitepaper: https://elrond.com/assets/files/elrond-whitepaper.pdf
Maiar Dex: https://maiar.exchange
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$CHARGED Token
goCharge Token (symbol $CHARGED) is an utility token that is created on the
Elrond blockchain network and it will be used in the goCharge ecosystem.
goCharge ecosystem includes $CHARGED Token, the NFTs, the mobile (and web)
application (and consequently the website).
As mentioned above, the mobile (and web) application will enable both
$CHARGED Token users and fiat users to make the payments for the rentals of the
power bank. Also, the $CHARGED Token has additional utilities for its
users/holders, as mentioned in the section below.
The issuing entity of the $CHARGED Token is Mobility Software Labs SRL (the
‘’Issuer’’), a limited liability company incorporated and governed by Romanian law.
$CHARGED Token is not backed by fiat or other physical assets which could be
categorized as securities.
Please note that there are no guaranteed financial returns arising from holding
$CHARGED Token.
By acquiring the $CHARGED Token, no shares are granted in the Issuer’s share
capital and implicitly neither voting rights in the Issuer nor other rights regarding
the acquisition of Issuer’s shares (including option rights).
No dividends are granted related to the eventual profits of the Issuer to the
$CHARGED Token holders/users.
$CHARGED Tokens are not securities or other types of financial instruments.
$CHARGED holders will not have any kind of representation, property, rights,
equity nor any kind of values in any of $CHARGED Ecosystem’s entities, the Issuer
or any related companies or partners/collaborators.
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Tokenomics
$CHARGED Token is an Elrond Standard Digital Token that will be used for the
transactions in our applications.
$CHARGED Token has the following utilities for the $CHARGED Token owners:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

pay power bank rentals in goCharge application;
buy power banks and stations to be used with the goCharge application;
stake and receive rewards;
The rewards are in fact an incentive offered to $CHARGED Token
users/holders to assure their loyalty and the future development of the
goCharge Ecosystem.
swap and trade $CHARGED Token once it is listed on Maiar.exchange;
participate in raffles and airdrops;
mint NFTs.

Token details
Token symbol: $CHARGED
Token type: Elrond Standard Digital Token
Initial supply: 1,000,000,000
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Token distribution

Team vesting period
The goCharge Team members will have 120,000,000 $CHARGED Tokens to be
vested for 5 years and they will receive $CHARGED Tokens as per the following
schedule:
- 20% released on 16th month
- 20% released on 25th month
- 10% released on 30th month
- 10% released on 37th month
- 10% released on 43th month
- 10% released on 49th month
- 10% released on 55th month
- 10% released on 60th month
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Roadmap
2021 - Q2: Idea Creation.

The idea of the “goCharge” project came to life in the middle of 2021. Established
connections with suppliers. Started working on PoC.
2022 - Q1: Proof of Concept.

PoC is ready. Backend infrastructure and code to manage stations is in alpha
version. Mobile app is built to accept credit card payments.
2022 - Q1-Q2: Whitepaper. Legal.

White Paper and tokenomics made public. Company incorporation. Implement
presale & staking smart contracts. Token Generation Event.
2022 - Q3-Q4: Presale. Exchange listing. Project development.

Presale event. Token listing on maiar.exchange dex. Expand the team and work on
project development. Marketing and promotion events.
2023 - Q1: NFT airdrop. Phase 1. Install 50 stations.

First batch of stations shipment. Code audit. Security & penetration testing. Install
our first 50 stations in a few EU cities.
2024 - Q1: Phase 2. Install 500 stations.

Second batch of stations shipment. Phase 1 monitoring and improvements.
Expand the number of stations in the EU up to 500. Marketing and promotion
campaigns.
2024 - Q4: Phase 3. Install 2000 stations.

Third batch of stations shipment. Phase 2 monitoring and improvements. Expand
the number of stations in the EU up to 2000. Marketing and promotion campaigns.
2024 - Q4: Franchise.

Open franchise to everyone. Individuals and companies can install their own
stations and get revenue. Continue with marketing campaigns.
2025 - Q1: Growth.

Marketing campaigns and aim to grow at a fast pace and expand globally.
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Team
Ion Vrinceanu
CEO / CO-FOUNDER

View profile

Andrei Pinzaru

Business Development / CO-FOUNDER

View profile

Radu Balan
Project Manager

View profile

Loridana Budoian
UI/UX DESIGNER

View profile

Alexandra Vrinceanu
UI/NFT DESIGNER

View profile

Liviu Popa
CTO

View profile
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Limitation of liability
We shall not be liable to You or any other third party for damages, including any
general, special, incidental, punitive or consequential damages arising out of the
use or inability to use the Website or any Tokens or NFTs (including but not limited
to loss of data or data being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by You or
third parties).
We have no liability to You or to any third party for any claims or damages that
may arise as a result of any payments or transactions that You conduct via the
Elrond blockchain with respect to NFTs or Tokens.

Disclaimers
All information about the $CHARGED Token and NFTs provided is conceptual and
subject to ongoing legal, regulatory, tax, technical, and compliance reviews.
Neither $CHARGED Token, nor the NFTs is not an investment in any way and is
not a security. The possession of the $CHARGED Token or the NFT does not grant
any title, right, or interest in any company and does not grant the owner a share of
any profits outside of the capital gains (or losses) they might realize in trading on
the crypto exchanges (e.g. Maiar exchange).
$CHARGED Tokens and the NFTs are neither structured nor sold as securities or
any financial instruments.
In no event the Issuer, as defined above, (and its Team members) is liable to any
person or entity for any kind of any damages, losses, liabilities, costs or expenses
of any kind, whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental,
actual, exemplary, punitive or special for the use of, reference to, or reliance on
this White Paper or any of the content contained herein, including, without
limitation, any loss of business, revenues, profits, data, use, goodwill or other
intangible losses.
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The $CHARGED Token, the NFTs grant no property or administrative rights in the
Issuer, or any voting rights in resolutions of the Issuer, participation rights at
general shareholders meetings of the Issuer or others shareholder rights.
Nothing in this White Paper does not constitute any form of investment advice,
legal or financial advice or any such similar recommendation made by us.
This White Paper does not represent a prospectus or any other public offer
document regarding financial instruments, investments or other financial
products/services, or regulated products/services.
Markets are volatile and the price for all tokens (including $CHARGED and the
NFTs) can rise or fall at any time leading to permanent losses.
The Issuer or any of the members of the Team cannot be held liable for any
damages that a person that acts or implements in its own activity the information
from this White Paper may suffer.
The Issuer or any of the members of the Team cannot be held liable for any
damages that may result from the forward-looking statements contained in this
White Paper .
Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to factors beyond our
control and foresight. These factors could cause actual results or results that differ
materially from those expressed in forward-looking statements.
The Issuer or any of the members of the Team cannot be held liable for any
damages that may result from the renunciation/ modification/delay of certain parts
or elements of the goCharge Ecosystem Project by us.
The goCharge Ecosystem Project may be modified by us by
modifying/renouncing/delaying certain parts or elements of the goCharge
Ecosystem Project, on our sole discretion, due to external factors, such as market
evolution or due to operational opportunity reasons or decisions.
We make no representations or warranties, express or implied, written or oral,
made by or on behalf of us in connection therewith, including any representations
or warranties of title, functionality, merchantability, usage, security, suitability or
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fitness for any particular purpose, or technical quality of the $CHARGED Token or
the NFTs.
We will not be responsible or liable to you for any loss and we take no
responsibility for, and will not be liable to you for, any use of the $CHARGED
Tokens, NFTs, including but not limited to any losses, damages, or claims arising
from: (i) user error, incorrectly constructed transactions, or mistyped addresses; (ii)
server failure or data loss; (iii) unauthorized access or use; (iv) any unauthorized
third-party activities, including without limitation the use of viruses, phishing,
brute-forcing or other means of attack against the service or $CHARGED Tokens
or NFTs.
Please note that NFTs exist only by virtue of the ownership record maintained in
the Elrond blockchain. Any transfers or sales occur on the Elrond blockchain. We
cannot affect or otherwise control the transfer of title or right in any NFTs.
We are not responsible or liable for any sustained losses or injury due to
vulnerability or any kind of failure, abnormal behavior of software (e.g., wallet,
smart contract), blockchains or any other features of the NFTs or Tokens.
The information in this document is subject to change or update without notice
and should not be construed as a commitment by the Issuer.

Governing Law
This document and the relationship between You and Us shall be governed by
and construed in accordance with the laws of Romania.
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